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Oft-repeated advice questioned, de-bunked.  
Some of the most often repeated advice about 
indoor gardening is "Don't use cold water on 
houseplants." Yet data developed for 
greenhouse growers, whose livelihood 
depends on reliable, healthy potted plants 
provide more specific directions that let a 
home gardener rest easier. That science 
defines cold as "less than 50°F" and simple 
tests place even the chilliest tap water above 
that mark. So it's okay to use water direct from 
a cold tap on all but African violets and others 
with furry leaves. 

 
Go ahead, share that cold water with houseplants 
 
Janet, 
One thing I like about winter is that the water from my tap is so cold. I do love a cold drink of 
water. But I hear that my growing collection of indoor plants doesn't feel that way. Do I have to 

warm the water for 
houseplants? - S.V. - 
 
 
What you see here may be my aloe's 

dream, to receive lots of special 

attention. However, in my house, it's 

a pipe dream. I explain to each new 

plant I grow indoors, that 

professional growers don't heat the 

water that comes in from their wells 

and mains, and neither do I. All my 

plants have grown well on those 

terms.  Photo ©2008 Steven Nikkila 

 
 
Dear S.V., 
Unless it's ice cold it's 
probably fine as is. Since 
it's really rare to receive 
water from a tap that's 
below 50°F -- approaching 
the chill of refrigerated 
water -- you're almost 
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certainly safe. Our home's tap water is refreshingly cold in 
winter, too, but still short of tooth-numbing. We've 
measured it at 57°F in the depths of winter. That's no 
surprise, since it runs through pipes in soil below the frost 
line where temperatures also dip to the mid 50's in winter. 
 
As cold as 57°F may feel to us, it's okay for general use. It's 
water below 50° that's trouble.* Then, it's trouble for those 
few tropical species we grow indoors which may develop 
leaf spots or stunted root tips from cold watering. African 
violets (Saintpaulia varieties), Gloxinia*, and other furry-
leaf species and Croton are in this lot. They'll develop 
those leaf and root problems (and probably more, 
eventually) when they're splashed with or allowed to sit in 
water  below 50°F.  
 
If in winter we add a new plant that we've heard has cold 
sensitivity, for its first watering when it may yet be 
warmer than our house in general we add a bit of warm 
water to the mix in filling the watering can. Alternatively, 
we let the can sit and absorb heat from the room -- what 
flows from the tap at 57°F reaches 62°F after a couple of 
hours and holds steady there. Chances are pretty good 
once plants have been in the house about that long, they 
too hold at room temperature. Thus they're unlikely to be 
shocked by water in the tap- to air-temperature range. 
 
In summer, our tap delivers water at 65°F. That still feels 
cool to drink, and it would absorb some ambient heat if it 
sits. Yet, why bother? At 65°F it nearly matches what 
comes year-round from the well that serves my friend 
Kurt in Florida. His tropicals -- indoors and out! -- give it a 
"thumbs up." So does the University of Florida in bulletins 
for greenhouse growers, citing studies that water right 
from the well, in the 60's and low 70's, provides good 
growth in all except certain seed germination processes. 
 
On the other hand, warmer is not necessarily better. If you 
blend your taps, use "tepid" as an upper limit. Water in the 
high 70's can still feel cool on a testing wrist, yet treating 
plants regularly with water at temperatures above 80°F** 
can cause an increase in root rot fungi. In some cases, 
problems occurred with anything warmer than 60°F.*** 
*Copy this URL to your browser to learn more 

http://www.ag.auburn.edu/hort/landscape/Gloxinia.htm 

** To learn more: http://edis.ifas.ufl.edu/CV264 

***More information at:  

http://apsjournals.apsnet.org/doi/abs/10.1094/PDIS-94-1-0054 

 
 

Straight from the tap into 
controversy 
 
We water most interior plants 
with water just as it flows from 
the cold tap, even in winter. This 
flies in the face of advice found in 
many garden books, bulletins 
and on websites, including some 
linked to universities. Those say, 
"Don't use cold water on tropical 
plants, it can shock the roots." 
 
We first took this contrary, cold 
approach from a pinchpenny 
tendency. "If it can't live here 
without running up the hot 
water bill," said our wallet, 
"better it should die." After a few 
decades, wondering why there 
had been no noticeable ill effects, 
we revisited that old advice. 
 
Looking for specifics seemed a 
reasonable start: "How cold is 
cold?" "What temperature is 
best?" and "Lacking a specific 
water temperature, can we 
define cold water shock 
symptoms so we know when 
we've committed a water 
temperature offense?" 
 
After some concerted digging, 
we found answers: 
 
• From plant production studies: 
50°F is cold water.  +70°F is 
warm. 
• Many greenhouse growers 
make effective use of cold water 
sprays to control mites and scale 
on interior plants. 
• Research results that explain 
why we should avoid water over 
70°F for general irrigation: it 
cannot hold as much dissolved 
oxygen as colder water. 
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Have questions but no time to delve? 
 
Today, many gardeners are questioning standards. You can join this effort to move home 
gardening up a notch. 
 
Look into questionable old saws that you identify. Let the sound of rote and lack of specificity 
be the clue to put a maxim to the test. Much hearsay and half truth have been perpetuated by 
repetition alone. However well intentioned, it's not up to current level of plant science. 
 
Or send the old lore to us along with your questions. info@GardenAtoZ.com or 248-681-7850. 
 
It takes time and exposure to correct misinformation that's been so widely reported but we're 
seeing it happen on many garden and landscape issues. So we'll feature here whatever useful 
information you report or we find. Then you should share it around! 

 
 
More than one way to thwart a mole 
 
Dear Janet, 
I have a garden 25' x 30' that didn't do well last year. I have been invaded by moles. I tried to 
drown them -- no help. I tried moth balls -- no help. Please help me! I was in the Marines in 
World War II but I just can't beat this under ground enemy! - C.H. - 
 
 
If mounds of soil like this appear 

on your lawn, suspect moles. They 

push loose soil from their tunnels 

up to the surface. March and April 

are excellent times to apply that 

most effective mole control -- 

trapping. Until then, rake mounds 

level and watch to see which are 

most quickly renewed. That will 

indicate good places to set traps.  

Photo ©2008 Steven Nikkila 

 
 
Dear C.H., 
We are indeed at a 
disadvantage against 
moles. It's not only their 
hidden nature but tenacity 
and a year-round 
presence that give them 
their edge. We can be out there daily yet never know or be able to use the terrain as well as our 
resident mole (most quarter acre lots probably have just one prodigious digger). A mole patrols 
its tunnel network at a 4 mph run, slows to 2.5 mph to dig new or repair old tunnels, and has no 
respect for our plantings as it pursues every worm and insect in the ground. 
 
Not that moles eat our plants. Their diet consists mostly of earthworms, insect larvae such as 
beetle grubs and adult insects that cross their path. They devour these to the tune of 25-35% of 
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their body weight per day. Only rarely do they consume vegetable matter, and then it's usually 
seeds. Yet they do dig around and under our plants, which can dry and die from repeated 
upheaval. 
 
You've discovered the straight scoop about drowning and repellents -- they don't work or 
don't work for long. That same answer applies to a whole list of colorful methods from gas 
injections to chewing gum, stinky substances and electronic noisemakers. In this case, the old 
ways are still most effective: well-placed traps# and in-ground barriers. 
 
If you're currently seeing new mounds of dirt appear as moles push soil from their deepest 
tunnels to the surface, you're in a great position to find the ideal places to set traps once prime 
trapping time comes in March and April. Rake out a mound or two of that bonus topsoil and 
watch for where the mole brings up new soil within a day.  Below those spots are the tunnels 
traveled most regularly, often in use for years. 
 
Traps set into those primary-use tunnels will be most effective, so mark those locations. In 
spring, dig down to the tunnel. The mole's 2- to 3 inch diameter run may not be directly below 
the mound you marked but it'll be close. It may be a bit of a dig since permanent runs are 
deeper than summer feeding tunnels, but you'll probably find them 4 to 12 inches down. 
They're rarely more than 18 inches down. 
 
If you're protecting just one garden full of herbaceous plants, however, we'd go another route 
and fence the rascal out. In the time it would take to determine locations, set, monitor and get 
results from traps you can probably trench clear 'round that bed and line that ditch with 
hardware cloth or metal flashing to exclude the mole. See "In-ground fencing to stop critters 
that dig" on the next page. 
# Copy and paste these URLs to your browser bar for 2 PDFs from Purdue University about placing and setting mole traps: 

extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/ADM-10.pdf   ALSO   extension.entm.purdue.edu/publications/HN-49.pdf 

 
 
This week in Janet's garden 
Grow with me! This week I will: 
 
Be creative with snow, whenever it comes. It's good insulation for roots, most of which are far 
more sensitive to cold than plants' tops. We pile it on the flower gardens and throw it under 
evergreens whose boughs blocked its fall. We'll even bring out the wheelbarrow to redistribute 
drifts to do more good. When there is no snow we look for other ways to cover bare ground, 
such as distributing the pine needles we made into a pile when we swept the walkways last fall. 
 
********************** 
Be cautious with de-icers.* Even the mildest are not great additions to garden soil. 
Copy this URL to your browser and then find "salt tolerant" to learn more: http://www.sustland.umn.edu/maint/nutrition.html 

 
********************** 
Reserve time for our season's garden work. Mark particular days on the calendar as gardening 
time -- to protect them from other demands. For each 100 square foot perennial garden we 
reserve an hour every two to three weeks in spring and fall, and 30-45 minutes per month in 
summer. Even if we must shuffle those days later we'll see them and know we need that time. 
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In-ground fencing to stop critters that dig 
 
Most mole tunneling happens from the soil surface to one foot down. So a barrier there can 
thwart that action -- even 5-inch deep plastic edging may work for a while, the kind commonly 
used to separate garden from lawn. 
 

We saw this one workday when we finished preparing a 
large bed by placing edging all around it. We arrived the 
next morning to plant that bed and saw we'd trapped a 
mole within its bounds. From above, the bed surface 
looked like a placid lagoon where the path of a frenzied 
shark remain traced in froth on its surface. That's when we 
grasped what naturalists' tell us of mole behavior -- that 
they can tunnel at the pace we stroll, are nearly tireless in 
that action, and don't think to dive under barriers. 

 
So, the method shown in this illustration works to keep 
moles out of an individual garden. (The garden is A, in 
this example). Trench along the perimeter to a 12 inch 
depth (B). Increase that depth to 18 inches if moles have 
pushed up mounds of soil within that bed in winter, 
indicating deeper runs occur below the garden. 

 
Insert fine-mesh metal hardware cloth or aluminum flashing vertically into the ditch (C) and 
fold over what's left above ground so it lays atop the soil outside the garden (D). That surface 
sheet prevents a mole digging along the outer edge from popping up and over the sunken wall. 
 
Overlap seams by a foot. Replace the excavated soil to bury the fence. Peg down the bent-over 
top and let the sod grow through it. That will keep moles out of the garden. 
 
 

Caution: In-ground edging may hurt trees 
 
Barriers like a mole fence described above are bad news around a woody plant if the edging is 
closer to the plant's trunk than about twice that plant's mature height. For example, don't use 
such a barrier within 20 feet of a tree or shrub you expect to be ten feet tall. That's because the 
buried wall will trap roots. That limits the plant's anchorage and water-drawing capacity, a 
handicap much greater than any the mole's action could cause. 

 
 
Wrap-up... and down 
 
Green thumbs up: To staying in shape if winter's your gardening off-season. Try for at least a 
few minutes every day to assume some of the positions and motions of garden work. It doesn't 
feel so much like work or calisthenics if we think about reaching to pull weeds as we kneel and 
stretch to collect the household's scatterings from under couch or bed. It won't burn so many 
calories as being in the garden but can keep a body limber and less susceptible to strain when 
spring comes. 
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Green thumbs down: To watering without thinking. Always carry the same amount of water 
to each plant but do it less often in winter. Moisten the entire root ball whenever you water, but 
don't repeat until you can feel by pot weight that much of what you last gave is gone. The more 
sun- or lamp light a plant receives and the more leaves it has, the more water it will use. If the 
sky's been gray for days and the plant's dropped leaves or slowed in its growth, its root zone 
will dry more slowly than in sunnier, leafier times. 
 
 
Who's Janet? 
 
A professional gardener and educator since 1984, Janet Macunovich designs, plants and tends 
gardens through her business, Perennial Favorites. She teaches and writes about gardening at 
schools, conferences, in her books, this weekly column, the monthly Michigan Gardener and 
other publications. Post questions to Janet on the Forum at www.GardenAtoZ.com 
(forum.GardenAtoZ.com) Email questions to her at info@GardenAtoZ.com. 
 


